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A structured record with all related documents is valuable
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Key values of OnePart

- Find the BEST part
- Design to cost
- Time to market
- Optimize working capital
- Capitalize know how
- Free engineering capacity
- Time to market
- Optimize working capital
- Capitalize know how
- Free engineering capacity
OnePart value proposal

1\textsuperscript{st} value is **COST AVOIDANCE**

New part introduction costs from 2000 to 20000$ per item depending on industry

2\textsuperscript{nd} value is **DIRECT SAVINGS**

Propagate REUSE to all users and get benefits from stopping using some parts

3\textsuperscript{rd} value is **INDIRECT SAVINGS**

Free engineering capacity for innovation and concentrate new part creation to innovation

(*) EXALEAD clustering studio coming next